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Abstract-we present in this article the structural and algebraic properties of the linear operators 
generated by CL spline functions. These operators are commonly encountered in most numerical 
applications of linear dynamical systems. A program written in Reduce, which computes these 
operators, is presented in the Appendix. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Under the assumption of Cc0 (or less) by pieces processes, Ck spline functions [l], i.e., functions 
which generate k times continuous and derivable approximations, seem to be a good tool for the 
investigation of many applied linear and nonlinear differential problems. 
In linear ordinary differential problems, applications can be classified into two types: integra- 
tion problems, and identification problems. Integration problems include initial value problems 
[2,3], linear simulations (4,5], two points boundary value problems [6,7], linear quadratic optimal 
control problems [8], etc., . . . Several partial differential problems can be also treated by this 
method, such as, for instance, simulations and control by discretization method [9]. 
All these problems use the same type of linear operators, which is treated differently according 
to the cases. We present, in this article, the structural and algebraic properties of these operators, 
and we give, as an example, the computation of the derivative operators, encountered in most 
linear problems. The computation program of these operators is given in the appendix. 
2. C” SPLINE FUNCTIONS AND LINEAR OPERATORS 
Let us consider R a one-dimensional open set composed by I + 1 nodes, called, respectively, 
ZOO,ZOI,... ,ZO(Z-I),ZOI, we have 
fl = 12oo,~or[, 
wi = lZO(i-1) 7 xo(i+l) [ , 
wi n w(i+l) = l~oi,~o(i+l)[, (1) 
for i E I - l] and with wa = WI = 
1) polynomial define 
Typ=et by 44-W 
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follows 
&p(x) = vx E h(i-l)rZOilr (2) 
with Ax the distance between two nodes and aL;Ej, a;j, 2 (2 k + 1) (k + 1) constants. Each spline 
S~‘V is associated to an open subset wi of fl and satisfies the following relation 
dl $“(x> 
dxl 
= S[v - l] S[i - j], 
X=XOj 
(3) 
with SF’” the vth component of the spline of order k defined on the open subset wi; d is the 
Kronecier symbol. 
Let us consider the linear operator 0 acting on a Coo function u defined on R, and let us 
consider the following classical linear problem 
Ou = y. 
In Hk(R), the Sobolev Space is defined on R and with the canonical distance 
dg(u,w) = 21 [g - $I2 dx, 
j&l R 
with s 5 k. The linear problem (4) leads to the following matrix equation 
(4 
(5) 
I!, 
where i, v are the row indexes and i’, v’ the column indexes, u and y are (k + 1) (I+ 1) dimensional - 
vectors of H”(O), defined as 
with 
4-l 
G 
and y= 
4 
di u 
4 = yg- _ and y; = 
X--1@ 
YLl 
Yl" 
7 
Y: 
di y 
22 +=xoj * 
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According to definition (l), the linear problem (4) leads to matrices of the following structure 
. . . = 
A; B; 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 
Cj D; Bf 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 
0 C; 0; B; 0 . . . 0 0 0 
0 0 C{ 0; B; . . . 0 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 . . . Cj_, D{_l B;_l 
0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 C; E"; 
i.e., a tridiagonal structure of submatrices. A{, B{, C[, . . . , C{, E{ are 3 I + 1 submatrices of 
dimension (k + 1) x (k + 1) and defined by, 
Aj O(Y,Y’) = s 
dj S,kyv dj 0 $7”’ dx 
,,,,, dxj dxj ’ 
qvv’) = 
s 
di Sf >v dj 0 S!y 
- 
wi dxj 
’ ’ dx, 
dxj 
D& “,) = 
s 
dj Sk,V dj 0 SV 
” 
wi dx3 dxf 
dx, 
E j I(v,v’) = s 
dj Sy dj 0 SpJ dx 
w, -27 dxj ’ 
u and V’ are, respectively, the row and column indexes of these submatrices. 
3. SOME BASIC PROPRIETIES 
In most problems, 0 is a differential operator without explicit dependence on the variable x, 
then under the assumption of equally spaced nodes, we have 
B; = B; = Bj, vi E [1,1-l], 
D; = D’; = Dj = Ajo + E;, vi E [2,1- 11, 
c{ = ci = cj, v i E [2,1]. 
Then, if 0 can be written as a linear combination of derivatives of x, i.e., as 
we have only to consider the problem of computing submatrices, such as 
(6) 
(7) 
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with 
A(%“) + ,+V) = D(‘V) (8) 
and 
c( m,n) = Tg(~4 7 (9) 
where TB(nlm) is the transpose matrix of B (nlm). The fact that the functions Sf’V is odd if v is 
odd and even if Y is even (see reference [I]), leads to 
qr;q = 0, if m + n + v + v’ is odd, 
and to 
elsewhere. 
According to (8) we have then 
A;;$ = - E;2”:‘: 1 if m + n + v + v’ is odd, 
and 
A;:;;’ = El;;?; 2 ’ if m + n + v + v’ is even. 
(12) 
(13) 
4. THE ALGORITHM 
Our problem is now to compute the matrices Acm>“), and B(mln) for (m,n) E [0, LIZ 
(L is fixed by (5) and (6)), the other submatrices are given by the equations (9)-(13). 
We suppose for conciseness of the algorithm that the distance Ax between two nodes is equal 
to 1. For nonunitary steps of discretization, all components of all submatrices must be multiplied 
by Ax v+v'-m-n+1 , i.e., for the submatrices A(m~n), 
Then all following computations are now done for Ax = 1. From the definition of the Ck spline 
function (see reference [l]), and from (2), we have, 
2ktl 
$q?c) = c f&(x - i)j, vx E [~oi,~o(i+l)l, 
j=O 
2k+l 
$f”(x) = C aLj (z - i)j, 
j=O 
v’z E [X(&l), Xoil, 
with a& and axj the right and left polynomial coefficients of the C” spline St*“; then, 
4 k+2-m-n min(i,(2 k+l-n)) 
A;;;:; = c c ak(i+m- j) a&j+n) 
(i+m-j)! (j+n)! 1 
i=o j=max(O,i-(2k+l--m)) 
(i -j)! j!--- i+1 
and 
4 k+2-m-n min(i,(2k+l-n)) 
B;;;:; = c c 
i=o j=max(O,i-(2 k+l-m)) 
2k+l-n 
t=j 
with Cl = e! j!(e-j)! * 
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In several types of problems, it is also useful to compute the integral of the C” spline functions, 
by taking into account the symmetries of the problem. This algorithm is, of course, 
2 k+l-m 
da:= c 
1 (i + m)! 
G(i+m) i+l --g--j 
Ax=1 i=O 
1 p c$P 
J I 
2 k+l-m 2 k+l-m 
0 dxm 
dx = c 
Ax=1 i=o 
c a&+,,~; (_q.+ & (j f;“‘!. 
j=i 
In case of nonunitary steps of discretization, we have 
dx = dx Ax”+l. 
Arfl Ax=1 
5. COMPUTED EXAMPLE 
As an example of computation, we will give, for s = 0 (see (5)), the submatrices (7) for 
(m,n) E [0, 112 and for k = 2. For these preceding values, the program given in the Appendix 
leads to 181 311 
462 4620 281 55440 z 4620 181 55440 
_151 
A(O,O) = _& 52 
3465 
.s_ 
18480 
B(O,O) = 
4620 13860 
151 G% 13 
281 23 
& 
181 -13 1 
55440 18480 55440 13860 11088 
2 11 1 
% 
-11 -1 
a w 84 Tzr 
A(Ovl) = + 0 i&x fj(OJ) = 3 -13 & 
420 
& 1008 1 0 kl 5040 -13 &is 
z& 84 -11 -?a 1 2 9 11 TX -1 
AhO) = & 0 
is% 
@LO) = &I 
% Gi% 
1 i&x -1 13 -1 
84 O 84 5040 5046 
y & & 7 10 iz 3 %t 
A(l~l) = & 5 .& +l) = 
iT 210 
3 2 1 
1 
w &I if&- 
-1 -1 
XT 210 i&s 
The submatrices C(“‘n), d”ln), dm>n) are then given by the relations (9)-(13). 
6. CONCLUSION 
We have presented, in this article, useful structural and algebraic properties for the computation 
of the linear operators generated by C” spline functions. These operators appear in most linear 
dynamical problems, we have used these techniques for accurate identification problems and 
for precise linear signal processing. Under the constraint of multiprecision computations, these 
operators lead to powerful and precise algorithms. Most of our works are done for Ic = 6 and 
Ic = 4, see reference [lo] for a first approach. 
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APPENDIX 
We present, in this appendix, the program written in Reduce which compute the submatrices 
A(%n) B(%n), ,fJ(“~n), D(%n), &m,n), for k and m,n fixed. In this program, kddc equals k in 
the paPer, DGF and DGI, DDF, and DDI are, respectively, the bounds of variation of m and n which 
are, respectively, defined in the program by dg and dd. 
comment initialization of the constants$ 
kddc :=2; 
DGF :=I; 
DDF :=l; 
DGI :=O; 
DDI :=O; 
XN :=O; 
DX :=I; 
array smA(kddc,kddc,DGF,DDF); 
array smD(kddc,kddc,DGF,DDF); 
array smC(kddc,kddc,DGF,DDF); 
array smD(kddc,kddc,DGF,DDF); 
array smE(kddc,kddc,DGF,DDF); 
array intSO(kddc,DGF); 
array intSl(kddc,DGF); 
comment Input the right and left polynomial coefficients of the ck spline; 
comment functions, computing by the program given in reference 1; 
in "c :\reduce\bspline\isplin02.red"; 
in "c :\reduce\bspline\spline02.red"; 
procedure fac(nfac); 
if nfac<=O then 1 else for ifac :=I :nfac product ifac; 
procedure C(nc,pc); 
begin cr :=fac(nc>/(fac(pc)*fac(nc-pc)); 
return cr end; 
off ratpri; 
comment beginning the computation; 
out "c :\reduce\bspline\spmat02.red1'; 
for dg :=DGI:DGF do << 
for dd :=DDI:DDF do << 
comment computation of the submatrix A; 
for nu :=O:kddc do << 
for nup :=O:kddc do << 
ps :=o; 
for i :=0:4*kddc+2-dg-dd do << 
for j :=max(O,i-(2*kddc+l-dg)):min(i,(2*kddc+l-dd)) do << 
tP :=(A(nu,i+dg-j)*A(nup,j+dd)*fac(i+dg-j)*fac(j+dd)); 
Ps :=ps+(tp/(fac(i-j)*fac(j)*(i+i))); 
>>; 
>>; 
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smA(au,nup,dg,dd) :=ps; 
>>; 
>>; 
comment computation of the submatrix 0; 
for nu :=O:kddc do << 
for nup :=O:kddc do << 
ps :=o; 
for i :=0:4*kddc+2-dd-dg do << 
for j :=max(O,i-(2*kddc+l-dg)):min(i,(2*kddc+l_dd)) do <c 
for 1 :=j:(2*kddc+l_dd) do << 
tp:=A(nu,i+dg-j)*B(nup,l+dd)*fac(i+dg-j)*fac(l+dd)*C(l,j)*(-l)"(l-j); 
Ps :=ps+(tp/(fac(i-j)*fac(l)*(i+i))); 
>>; 
>>; 
>>; 
smB(nu,nup,dg,dd):=ps; 
>>; 
>>; 
>>; 
>>; 
for dg :=DGI :DGF do << 
for dd :=DDI :DDF do << 
comment determination of the submatrices E and D; 
for nu :=O:kddc do << 
for nup :=O:kddc do << 
smE(nu,nup,dg,dd) :=(-l)"(dg+dd+nu+nup)*smA(nu,nup,dg,dd); 
smD(nu,nup,dg,dd) :=smE(nu,nup,dg,dd)+smA(nu,nup,dg,dd); 
>>; 
>>; 
>>; 
>>; 
for dg :=DGI :DGF do << 
for dd :=DDI :DDF do << 
comment determination of the submatrix C; 
for nu :=O:kddc do << 
for nup :=O:kddc do << 
smC(nu,nup,dg,dd) :=smB(nup,nu,dd,dg); 
>>; 
>>; 
>>; 
>>; 
for dg :=DGI :DGF do << 
comment determination of the spline integrals; 
ps :=o; 
for nu :=0 :kddc do << 
ps :=o; 
for i :=O :(2*kddc+l-dg) do ps :=ps+A(nu,i+dg)*fac(i+dg)/(fac(i)*(i+i)); 
intSO(nu,dg) :=ps; 
ps :=o; 
for i :=0 :(2*kddc+i-dg) do << 
for j :=i :(2*kddc+l-dg) do 
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P= :=ps+C(j,i>*(-l>"(j-i)*B(nu,j+dg>*fac(j+dg)/((i+l)*fac(j)); 
>>; 
intSi(nu,dg) :=ps; 
>>; 
>>; 
for dg :=DGI :DGF do << 
for dd :=DDI :DDF do << 
write "submatrix A"; 
for nu :=0 :kddc do << 
for nup :=O :kddc do << 
write "scalar product SO*SO of component",nu,",",nup,"dg :=",dg,"dd :=",dd,"; 
II . 
wiite smA(nu,nup,dg,dd); 
>>; 
>>; 
write "submatrix B"; 
for nu :=O :kddc do << 
for nup :=0 :kddc do << 
write "scalar product SO*SI of component",nu,",",nup,"dg :=",dg,'ldd :=",dd,"; 
11 . 
write smB(nu,nup,dg,dd); 
>>; 
>>; 
write "submatrix C"; 
for nu :=0 :kddc do << 
for nup :=O :kddc do << 
write "scalar product Sl*SO of componentl',nu,~~,'l,nup,"dg :=II,dg,lldd :=@l,dd,ll; 
II . 
wiite smC(nu,nup,dg,dd); 
>>; 
>>; 
write "submatrix D"; 
for nu :=0 :kddc do << 
for nup :=0 :kddc do << 
write "scalar product SI*Sl of componentv',nu,f',",nup,'vdg :=ll,dg,lldd :=a,dd,tt; 
8, .
write smD(nu,nup,dg,dd); 
>>; 
>>; 
write "submatrix E"; 
for nu :=0 :kddc do << 
for nup :=O :kddc do << 
write "scalar product Sl*SI of component",nu,",",nup,"dg :=",dg,'ldd :=",dd,"; 
II . 
wiite smE(nu,nup,dg,dd); 
>>; 
>>; 
>>; 
>>; 
for dg :=DGI :DGF do << 
for nu :=0 :kddc do << 
write ” Integral of 
II . 
kite intSO(nu,dg); 
>>; 
for nu :=O :kddc do 
write ” Integral of 
II . 
w;ite intSl(nu,dg); 
>>; 
>>; 
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SO of component”,“,nu :=“,nu,“dg :=“,dg,“; 
<< 
Sl of component”,“,nu :=“,nu,“dg :=“,dg,“; 
shut “c : \reduce\bspline\spmat02. red” ; 
on ratpri ; 
end$ 
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